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Hydraulic measurement and control

Features
l Customised kits for your 

needs

l Easy to transport

l Rugged, durable, waterproof 
and airline approved

l Renowned and 
internationally recognised 
PelicanTM case brand

l Wheels and carry handle on 
larger cases

If you are using diagnostic test equipment, there is a very high chance 
that you will be using it for field service, wherever that may be. It is 
important that when you get on site, the equipment is easily and quickly 
accessible and ready to use.

In response to customer demand, Webtec offers individual kits to store 
and easily transport your hydraulic test equipment on-site. So, now 
rather than having several separate boxes to carry you can have a 
dedicated kit to manage the transport of your test equipment using the 
internationally renowned PelicanTM case system.

The PelicanTM cases are rugged, 
durable, waterproof and airline 
approved, ensuring that you arrive 
on-site with your Webtec test 
equipment intact and ready to use, 
no matter what the conditions. On 
the larger PelicanTM cases, a set of 
wheels and a carry handle are 
also included for even easier 
transportation.



Webtec Products Limited reserve the right to make improvements and changes to the specification without notice

Once you have decided on the test equipment 
that you need, Webtec will design, free of 
charge, a kit to hold all the test equipment 
including sensors, cables and ancillary 
equipment neatly protected with customised 
foam compartments, all enclosed by a suitably 
sized PelicanTM case. We have solutions 
suitable for low volume and high volume kits, 
using Pick N PluckTM foam or machine cut 
high-density foam. In certain applications, we 
can even brand the PelicanTM case with your 
company logo if required.

While the cost of the PelicanTM case is 
chargeable, the design layout, manufacture 
and assembly of the kit for all the associated 
components is free. We believe that to 
purchase the case is an investment in not only 
protecting your valuable test equipment, but 
also for the time saved when travelling on-site.

At Webtec, we are not satisfied with just 
selling our products, we aim to sell a complete 
solution for your application. 

Why not challenge us to build your custom 
diagnostic kit today? 

Call your local Webtec sales office to discuss 
your requirement.

Standard DHCR kit with high density foam Low-volume HPM540 kit with Pick N PluckTM foam

Low volume HPM6000 kit with Pick N PluckTM 
foam in airline approved carry-case with wheels

Custom and branded kits also available
PelicanTM is a Trademark of Pelican Products, Inc.,

Pick N PluckTM is a Trademark of Pelican Products, Inc.,


